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ABSTRACT: Shear piezoelectric properties of uniaxially stretched
poly(L-lactide) (US-PLA) films manufactured by an industrially
relevant technique (i.e., extrusion−orientation without poling) are
investigated, and specific insight on the process−structure−
properties relationships is provided. Two commercially available
PLA grades with D-isomer content between 2 and 4% are selected.
The shear piezoelectric coefficient d14 of US-PLA films tends to
increase with the draw ratio applied during the orientation stage,
and a maximal d14 of 5.9 pC/N is reported. However, a dramatic
degradation of piezoelectric properties could be observed at
elevated draw ratios, in particular for PLA grades with low D-
isomer content. Structures induced by the orientation stage are
subsequently explored, and relations with shear piezoelectric properties are discussed. The mesophase is detected by DSC/WAXS up
to draw ratio 4 after being replaced by strain-induced crystallization at higher draw ratios. The orientation state of the amorphous
phase, mesophase, and α′-crystals is assessed by 2D-WAXS and polarized FTIR. Piezoelectric properties obtained at a moderate
draw ratio are supported by the amount/orientation of each phase (partly oriented amorphous phase and fully oriented mesophase/
α′-crystal phase). A model is proposed to evaluate the contribution of each phase. However, other structural parameters deserve
careful attention at elevated draw ratios, in particular mechanical damage and formation of voids/cavities. 2D-SAXS analysis coupled
with complementary characterizations indicates that the amount of voids/cavities controls the deterioration of shear piezoelectric
performances at high draw ratios. This phenomenon is critical for highly crystalline PLA grades. A final discussion is dedicated to the
quality of α′-crystals formed by current orientation conditions, a factor that could also limit the d14 coefficient of US-PLA films. This
work consequently demonstrates that environmentally friendly piezoelectric films could be manufactured by a straightforward
process of the plastic industry and opens up several scientific/technological perspectives for their future implementation into
practical applications.
KEYWORDS: poly(L-lactide), extrusion, orientation, piezoelectricity, process−structure−property relationships

1. INTRODUCTION
Electroactive polymers, particularly piezoelectric polymers,
represent strategic technological foundations for future flexible
electronic systems. Compared with traditional piezoelectric
ceramics, piezoelectric polymers display multiple advantages
such as high flexibility, high ductility/toughness, and ease of
manufacturing into complex shapes. More importantly, piezo-
electric polymers clearly avoid the use of hazardous and critical
raw materials. Many research activities were focused on
piezoelectric fluoropolymers such as poly(vinylidene fluoride)
(PVDF) and related copolymers that display the highest
piezoelectric performances among all thermoplastic polymers
(−d33 ≈ 30−40 pC/N and d31 ≈ 20−25 pC/N).1−9 Numerous
smart applications were demonstrated from mechanical sensors
(stress, strain, vibration, and impact sensors) to acoustic/

ultrasound transducers and high-precision actuators.1−3,10−18

Vibrational energy harvesters based on piezoelectric polymers
are also envisioned for the development of self-powered
electronic devices. However, the main technical limitation of
fluoropolymers is linked to the poling post-treatment requiring
extreme electrical fields (higher than 1000−1500 kV/cm), a
complex step to handle at the laboratory/industrial scale.
Fluoropolymer costs and health−environmental aspects related
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to fluoropolymer synthesis/processing also represent some
important issues. Significant piezoelectric properties were
attested for optically active polymers without any high-voltage
poling. Poly(L-lactide) (PLA), a well-known thermoplastic
polymer with a high industrial maturity and high environ-
mental attributes, could represent an ideal candidate for
piezoelectric application and deserves careful attention.
The piezoelectricity of optically active polymers is radically

different from the piezoelectricity of PVDF. Polar β-PVDF
crystals are piezo-ferroelectric (according to their orthorhom-
bic crystal structure and mm2 space group), and the
application of strong electric fields is fundamental for dipole
organization into a preferential direction. A macroscopic
polarization and piezoelectric properties are subsequently
obtained according to a classical piezoelectric tensor (Figure
1). Optically active polymers such as PLA display peculiar
shear piezoelectricity properties without high-voltage poling. A
uniaxial orientation state is only required to induce a specific
tensor linked to a D∞ symmetry (Figure 1). Note that PLA is
nonferroelectric and a macroscopic polarization is only
obtained with the application of shear stresses/strains.
Piezoelectric coefficients d14 in the range 10−20 pC/N are
reported for uniaxially stretched poly(L-lactide) (US-PLA)
films1,10,11,19−36 and, due to a low dielectric permittivity, shear
piezoelectric voltage coefficients g14 up to 350−800 mV·m/N
are attested.21,24,35 These piezoelectric performances are
competitive with PVDF (g31 ≈ 200 mV·m/N, −g33 ≈ 500
mV·m/N),3,4,9,21,37 and multiple smart applications were
demonstrated for piezoelectric PLA films/fibers (osteo-
regeneration, biomedical catheters/tweezers, rotatory actua-
tors, touch sensors, body movement sensors, etc.).20,27,29,31−34

Efficient piezoelectric energy harvesters based on a piezo-
electric PLA layer were also recently developed,25,26 and, based
on simple electromechanical models, our group recently
demonstrated competitive energy harvesting performances of
US-PLA films compared to PVDF films.38 PLA consequently
represents an ideal candidate for a next-generation of
piezoelectric materials combining high technical performances,
high environmental attributes, low material costs, and aptitude
to large-scale industrial processing.
An important issue relates to the current knowledge about

piezoelectric performances of PLA and the precise relation-
ships with macromolecular/structural parameters. This aspect
is of high scientific importance and enables faster development
of practical applications. Fukada reported shear piezoelectric

performances of US-PLA films (draw ratio up to 6, stretching
temperature 80 °C, annealing temperature 110 °C) with
maximal d14 close to 10−13 pC/N.1,20,21 These piezoelectric
performances are confirmed in many studies of US-PLA films.
Fukada suspected that crystalline regions play a key role and
the amount of PLA crystals (i.e., crystallinity index Xc) was
considered in a two-phase model for experimental dielectric/
piezoelectric relaxations (piezoelectric PLA crystals embedded
into a nonpiezoelectric amorphous matrix). The importance of
Xc on shear piezoelectric properties of US-PLA was high-
lighted, and outstanding shear piezoelectric coefficients of PLA
crystals d14cystals close to 30 pC/N were concluded. The degree
of orientation of PLA crystals (Fc) is also of prime importance,
and this aspect was investigated by Lovell et al.22 For a
moderate degree of orientation (Fc lower than 0.35), the
piezoelectric coefficient d14 was found proportional to the
product Xc·Fc, as a classical result for many biobased
piezoelectric materials, and the exceptional shear piezoelectric
coefficients of PLA crystals was confirmed (d14cystals close to
28.5 pC/N). However, the crystallinity index Xc and the degree
of orientation Fc cannot explain many experimental results on
shear piezoelectric properties of US-PLA films, in particular at
an elevated degree of orientation (or elevated draw ratio).
Fukada found an optimum draw ratio close to 4−5, and a
saturation/degradation of piezoelectric performances is
observed at higher draw ratios.20 Such effects are also attested
by Mat Zin et al.23 Actually, at elevated Xc and/or Fc, the shear
piezoelectric coefficient d14 is no longer proportional to the
product Xc·Fc and a saturation of piezoelectric performances is
attested. No detailed structural data are reported, but shear
piezoelectric performances of PLA are probably controlled by
other structural parameters in these elevated Xc and/or Fc
ranges.
Advanced data about shear piezoelectric performances of

US-PLA films were reported by Tajitsu et al. using various PLA
grades (different Mw and optical purity), various additives
(methacrylic additives or stereocomplexes), and various
orientation techniques/conditions (uniaxial stretching−anneal-
ing, solid-state extrusion, supercritical CO2 post-treat-
ments).27−36 From these intensive research activities, out-
standing shear piezoelectric performances up to 16−21 pC/N
were obtained and several conclusions were extracted. Tajitsu
proved that the use of high-Mw and optically pure PLA (optical
purities close to 99.99%, melting temperatures in the range
185−190 °C) enhanced final piezoelectric properties of US-

Figure 1. Coordinate systems used to describe the piezoelectricity of poled PVDF films and US-PLA films with respective piezoelectric tensors.
Modified piezoelectric tensor for 45°-cut US-PLA films (detailed mathematical operations regarding the matrix transformation by a clockwise 45°
rotation around axis 1 could be found elsewhere,39 including definition of the direction cosine matrix and stress transformation matrices).
Reprinted (adapted or reprinted in part) with permission from Ben Achour et al.40 Copyright 2022 John Wiley & Sons.
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PLA films.31,32 Specific methacrylic additives such as PMMA-b-
PBA-b-PMMA also improve the piezoelectric performances of
US-PLA films.30,31 Tajitsu finally proved that orientation
conditions (draw ratio up to 12, stretching−annealing
temperatures up to 160 °C) and post-treatments by super-
critical CO2 are fundamental to provide the highest piezo-
electric performances for PLA. No correlations between d14
and Xc − Fc are attested, and results were mainly interpreted in
terms of “homogenous high-order structures” that could be
related to the quality of oriented crystalline/amorphous
phases. In-depth structural analyses seem of major importance
to get deeper information about these structures with links
between macromolecular and processing parameters and final
piezoelectric performances of PLA.
Interestingly, the structural ordering during the stretching

processes of PLA in the rubbery state (i.e., above glass
transition temperature) represents an intensive research theme
covered by numerous authors.41−52 The structural ordering of
PLA during uniaxial stretching is amazingly complex, and PLA
could undergo various phenomena from amorphous phase
orientation to the apparition of mesomorphic phases (or
mesophase) and/or strain-induced crystalline phases. The
strain-induced crystalline phases could be also broken or
transformed into new crystal phases according to α′-to-α or α-
to-β crystal transitions. Formation of microvoids due to
cavitation phenomenon is also commonly observed. The
amount of each phase and their respective degree of
orientation and the intensity of damage mechanisms depend
on many macromolecular/stretching parameters (Mw, optical
purity, draw ratio, strain rate, stretching temperature, initial
structures, etc.). Advanced experimental techniques such as
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), wide-angle/small-
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS/SAXS), and polarized infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) are used to investigate the structural
ordering of PLA during uniaxial stretching. The above studies
are usually performed for improving engineering properties of
PLA such as (thermo)mechanical and optical/barrier proper-
ties, and to the best of our knowledge, no link with shear

piezoelectric performances of US-PLA films has been
performed. A correlation could be envisioned with “homoge-
nous high-order structures” mentioned by Tajitsu et al., and, in
this respect, in-depth qualitative/quantitative structural anal-
yses are mandatory for better scientific knowledge on shear
piezoelectric properties of PLA.
Such scientific knowledge is also fundamental for the

optimization of processing techniques/conditions and initial
formulations in order to develop high-performance shear
piezoelectric films. Actually, the processing of PLA into US-
PLA could be easily handled at the industrial scale by standard
processing technologies of the plastic/textile industry.
Incorporation of additives into PLA could be done by twin-
screw extrusion, and its subsequent transformation into US-
PLA films only requires single-screw extruders with machine-
direction orientation stations (MDO).53,54 Intense uniaxial
elongational flows are applied by MDO, and this process
continuously manufactures highly oriented films with good
control over orientation conditions (draw ratio, strain rate,
stretching temperature, annealing temperature in stretched
state, etc.). MDO consequently seems to be an ideal processing
technique for large-scale production of US-PLA films with
enhanced shear piezoelectric properties, but to the best of our
knowledge, extrusion processing coupled to MDO has never
been investigated for this purpose.
In this scientific and technical context, our study is dedicated

to the manufacturing of shear piezoelectric PLA films by an
industrially relevant technique without high-voltage poling
(i.e., extrusion−orientation or extrusion-MDO) and a specific
insight on process−structure−property relationships is re-
ported. For these purposes, two commercially available and
high-molecular-weight PLA grades suitable for extrusion
processing and displaying different optical purities are selected
(PLA 4032D and PLA 2003D from NatureWorks). In a first
part, shear piezoelectric performances of as-produced US-PLA
films are evaluated with respect to the applied draw ratio
during the orientation step. Different trends are clearly
detected depending on the PLA grades. Subsequent parts are

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of the extrusion−orientation (extrusion, MDO) processing technique to manufacture US-PLA films with
shear piezoelectric properties without poling. The process used in this study is performed in a discontinuous manner (PLA film extrusion in a first-
part film followed by converting into US-PLA films by MDO in a second part). (b) Schematic representation of the length expansion−contraction
of metallized piezoelectric strips with the application of an electric field. Measurement technique for d13* coefficients was applied by applying a
sinusoidal voltage on a bimorph piezoelectric cantilever and measuring of the beam deflection of the free end by a laser vibrometer. Reprinted
(adapted or reprinted in part) with permission from Ben Achour et al.40 Copyright 2022 John Wiley & Sons.
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dedicated to structural analyses of as-produced US-PLA films
by multiple techniques (including DSC, 2D-WAXS, polarized
FTIR, 2D-SAXS, and DMA) to highlight and discuss about key
structural features controlling final piezoelectric performances.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials and Processing. Poly(L-lactide) (PLA) pellets

were supplied by NatureWorks. Two PLA grades with similar weight-
average molecular weights (Mw), similar melt flow rates (MFR), and
different optical purities (D-isomer content) were used, namely, PLA
2003D (Mw 180 000 g/mol, MFR 6 g/10 min, D-isomer content 4.3%,
Tm 145−160 °C, Tg 55−60 °C) and PLA 4032D (Mw 185 000 g/mol,
MFR 7 g/10 min, D-isomer content 1.4−2.0%, Tm 155−170 °C, Tg
55−60 °C) (data from the manufacturer and literature).55,56

The production process of uniaxially stretched PLA films (US-
PLA) from PLA pellets is depicted in Figure 2a. PLA films were first
produced by extrusion−calendaring with a single-screw extruder
(Haake Rheocord System 40, L/D ratio ≈ 16, temperature profile
180−195−195−190 °C from the hopper to the die, screw speed 60
rpm) equipped with a calendaring unit. A specific slit die for film
extrusion (width 150 mm, thickness 800 μm) was used, and
extrudates were cold-calendared to obtain 300 μm-thick films with
a width close to 9 cm. PLA films were post-treated by a machine-
direction orientation process (MDO, Teach-Line MDO-AT, Collin)
to obtain US-PLA films. The uniaxial stretching is performed at 60 °C
(just above the glass transition temperature of PLA), and apparent
draw ratios from 2 to 6 are targeted (up to film rupture). The
apparent draw ratio is calculated by the ratio between the linear speed
of downstream rolls and upstream rolls (linear speed of the upstream
roll 1 m/min, varying linear speed of the downstream roll 2−6 m/
min). Final thicknesses of US-PLA films are reported in Table 1

(evaluated by a mechanical comparator, precision ±1 μm). It can be
mentioned that the proposed extrusion−MDO process is performed
in a discontinuous manner because calendaring and MDO units are
decoupled. This configuration ensures flexibility, conveniency, and
good film quality at our laboratory scale. However, a continuous
process could be easily envisioned at the industrial scale using
dedicated calendaring−MDO units with a direct coupling.53,54

2.2. Characterizations. 2.2.1. Measurement of Shear Piezo-
electric Coefficients. The shear piezoelectric properties of as-
produced US-PLA films were evaluated by a bimorph cantilever

technique previously reported by our group.40 This method can
measure the shear piezoelectric coefficient d14 of current US-PLA
films with good accuracy and a precision close to 10%. Both sides of
US-PLA films were first metallized by spray-coating with a silver paint
supplied by CDS Electronique (grade L-200N), and metallized strips
were cut at 45° from the stretching direction (corresponding to a
length-expansion 13*-mode according to the modified piezoelectric
tensor depicted in Figure 1). Bimorph cantilevers were assembled
using two strips glued together with Loctite 435 according to Figure
2b. In this configuration, an electric field induces a bending
deformation of the clamped beam due to a simultaneous length
expansion and contraction of the opposite strips. By measuring the
beam deflection at various voltages, the piezoelectric coefficient d13*
and d14 can be readily determined using eq 1 and eq 2.

d l
t

d V3
2f

2

2 31 (1)

* =d d1
213 14 (2)

with df the beam deflection at the free end (m), l the beam length
(m), t the total thickness of the beam, d13* the piezoelectric
coefficient (m/V), d14 the shear piezoelectric coefficient (m/V), and
V the applied voltage (V).

Bimorph cantilevers were excited with an AC voltage source
(Radiant Technologies, model Precision 10 kV HVI-SC) according to
Figure 2b. Sinusoidal AC voltages with amplitudes in the range 100−
1500 V and frequencies in the range 3−7 Hz were used. The beam
deflection is measured using a portable digital vibrometer (Polytec,
model PVD1000). The distance between the fixed end and the laser
spot was set to 35 mm (approaching the free end of the beam as much
as possible). Between six and eight bimorph cantilevers were tested
for each material.
2.2.2. DSC. The thermal properties of as-produced US-PLA films

were obtained by DSC using a DSC Q20 apparatus (TA Instruments)
calibrated with high-purity indium. Samples of approximately 10 mg
were put in aluminum pans and analyzed in the temperature range
10−220 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C.min−1 under nitrogen flow. The
degree of crystallinity Xc of as-produced US-PLA films was estimated
from the first heating scan by using eq 3.

=X
H H

H

( )
c

m,PLA c,PLA

m,PLA
0

(3)

with ΔHm,PLA the melting enthalpy (J/g), ΔHc,PLA the cold
crystallization enthalpy (J/g), and ΔH0

m,PLA the melting enthalpy of
100% crystalline PLA (93 J/g).
2.2.3. X-ray Analysis. WAXS and SAXS experiments were carried

out on a Xeuss 2.0 (Xenocs) operating under vacuum with a
GeniX3D microsource (CuKα radiation, λ = 1.54 Å at 0.6 mA−50
kV) and a 2D PILATUS 3 R 200 K detector. Analyses of as-produced
US-PLA films were performed in transmission mode. The two-
dimensional WAXS patterns (2D-WAXS) were acquired with a
sample-to-detector distance of 160 mm, while two-dimensional SAXS
patterns (2D-SAXS) were acquired with a sample-to-detector distance
of 2300 mm. From the 2D patterns, WAXS and SAXS scattered
intensities were integrated and plotted against the scattering angle 2θ
and the scattering vector q, respectively. The orientation is calculated
using the Herman’s orientation function ( f) from the integrated
intensity plotted versus the azimuthal angle (ϕ) from 0 to 180° at a
defined 2θ angle (eq 4and eq 5). Note that an orientation function f
of 1 indicates for perfect parallel orientation and an orientation
function f of 0 indicates no orientation.

=f
3 cos 1

2

2

(4)

Table 1. Geometrical Characteristics and Quantitative
Values of the Shear Piezoelectric Coefficients for US-PLA
Films Produced by Extrusion−MDO at Various Draw
Ratios

apparent draw
ratioa

average thickness
(μm)b d14 (pm/V)

PLA 2003D 1c 310 0
2 260 0.7 (±0.1)
3 210 1.8 (±0.1)
4 150 3.0 (±0.2)
5 130 4.8 (±0.3)
6 110 5.9 (±0.6)

PLA 4032D 1c 300 0
2 260 0.9 (±0.1)
3 190 2.7 (±0.2)
4 140 5.2 (±0.2)
5 130 5.0 (±0.4)
6 100 2.6 (±0.1)

aApparent draw ratio evaluated by the ratio between the linear speed
of downstream rolls and upstream rolls (speed of the upstream roll 1
m/min, speed of the downstream roll 2−6 m/min). bStandard
deviation by approximately 10%.40 cOriginal extruded film without
uniaxial stretching by the MDO step.
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=
× × ×

× ×

I

I
cos

( ) sin cos d

( ) sin d
2 0

/2 2

0

/2
(5)

with θ the angle between the normal of a given (hkl) crystal plane and
the stretching direction (θ = 0 corresponds to the stretching
direction).
2.2.4. Polarized FTIR. As-produced US-PLA films were analyzed by

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and experiments
were carried out on a Nicolet iS20 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher, KBr beamsplitter, DTGS KBr detector) equipped with a ZnSe
polarizer (Thermo Scientific). Analyses were performed in trans-
mission mode. Spectra were acquired (i) without a polarizer, (ii) with
light polarized at 0° regarding the stretching direction, and (iii) with
light polarized at 90° regarding the stretching direction. Spectra were
collected after 64 scans at a resolution of 2 cm−1 in the range 600−
4000 cm−1. Backgrounds were also collected before each analysis, and
spectra were displayed with baseline correction and without
smoothing treatment.
2.2.5. Shear Modulus and Density Measurements. The shear

modulus of US-PLA films was evaluated by a dynamic mechanical
analyzer (DMA, Metravib +150) equipped with a two-gap film
shearing device (total gap length 10 mm, film width 10−15 mm, shear
applied perpendicular to the stretching direction). Measurements
were performed at room temperature with a shearing frequency of 10
Hz and a dynamic displacement comprised between 5 and 10 μm. For
density measurements, US-PLA films were cut into rectangular
specimens with precise dimensions (approximately 2 cm × 4 cm) and
their weight was measured with a Mettler Toledo XA105 precision
balance (resolution 0.01 mg).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Shear Piezoelectric Properties of US-PLA Films as

a Function of the Draw Ratio. US-PLA films were produced
by extrusion MDO, and draw ratios up to 6 were easily reached
during the MDO stage (performed at 60 °C in a continuous
manner from extruded films). Dimensions of US-PLA films
after the MDO stage are shown in Table 1, and a reduction of
the film widths/thicknesses is attested with the applied draw
ratio. It can be here noticed that higher draw ratios (>6)
induce PLA film breaking during the MDO stage and that
higher draw temperatures (>65 °C) induce PLA film sticking
to metal rolls with large process instabilities. This MDO stage
performed in the rubbery state of PLA is believed to produce
US-PLA films with a high orientation state, and these films are
expected to display significant shear piezoelectric properties.
Two industrially available PLA grades suitable for extrusion
were used, and these two grades only differ by their optical
purity (1.4−2% vs 4.2% of D-isomer for PLA 4032D and PLA
2003D, respectively). Such differences in terms of optical
purity could modify both the structuration of US-PLA films
during the MDO stage and their subsequent shear piezoelectric
properties.
Figure 3 displays the evolution of shear piezoelectric

coefficient d14 as a function of the draw ratio for US-PLA
films made from the two PLA grades. Precise values with
standard deviations are listed in Table 1. The MDO stage is
clearly fundamental to impart significant shear piezoelectric
properties to PLA films. Actually, even for a small draw ratio
close to 2, shear piezoelectric coefficients d14 in the range 0.5−
1 pC/N are attested for US-PLA films. The piezoelectric
activity of US-PLA increases with draw ratio and, at
intermediate draw ratios between 3 and 4, a higher shear
piezoelectric coefficient is obtained for PLA 4032D (low D
content) compared to PLA 2003D (high D content). For

instance, US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D reached d14
values close to 5.2 pC/N for a draw ratio of 4 whereas US-PLA
films made from PLA 2003D only attained d14 values close to
3.0 pC/N. However, for extreme draw ratios up to 5−6, a
drastically different situation is observed with a dramatic
deterioration of shear piezoelectric properties only observed
for US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D. On the contrary, the
shear piezoelectric properties of US-PLA films made from PLA
2003D continue to increase up to a maximal shear piezo-
electric coefficient d14 close to 5.9 pC/N. This d14 value
represents the best value obtained in this study. As a first
conclusion, the optical purity of PLA and the applied draw
ratio during the MDO stage both represent important
material/processing parameters that partly control the final
shear piezoelectric properties of US-PLA films. However,
structural features obtained during the MDO stage are
suspected to play a role and these aspects are covered in the
next sections to get a better insight on structure−shear
piezoelectric property relationships and their links to material/
processing parameters.
3.2. Crystallinity and Mesophase Analysis of US-PLA

Films. The crystallinity of US-PLA films (degree of
crystallinity Xc and type of crystals) represents the first
structural parameters of interest, and DSC analysis was first
conducted. Thermograms of extruded PLA films before the
MDO stage can be found in Figure S1. Typical heating scans of
fully amorphous PLA films are obtained (well-defined glass
transition in the range 55−60 °C with endothermic enthalpy
relaxations followed by exothermic cold crystallization and
endothermic melting evens). The degree of crystallinity of
extruded PLA films was found close to 0% in accordance with
many studies.57−59 Thermograms of US-PLA films are also
displayed in Figure S1, and significant modifications are
attested, in particular regarding the exothermic cold crystal-
lization event. Actually, the cold crystallization temperature of
US-PLA films (observed in the range 100−140 °C) gradually
decreases with the applied draw ratio during the MDO stage
and this event totally vanishes for elevated draw ratio. These
phenomena indicate the MDO stage enhanced the crystal-
lization ability of PLA due to macromolecular orientation and
that strain-induced crystals appear in US-PLA films obtained at

Figure 3. Evolution of the shear piezoelectric coefficients with the
applied draw ratio for US-PLA films obtained by extrusion−MDO.
US-PLA films made from PLA 2003D (high D content, red) and US-
PLA films made from PLA 4032D (low D content, blue).
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elevated draw ratios. This later effect is also supported by the
significant reduction of the heat capacity change at the glass
transition for US-PLA films obtained at elevated draw ratios.
Degrees of crystallinity of US-PLA films (evaluated by DSC
using eq 3) are listed in Table 2. For US-PLA films made from

PLA 2003D (high D content), strain-induced crystals appear in
significative amounts for draw ratio 5 and the degree of
crystallinity increases up to 28% for draw ratio 6. For US-PLA
films made from PLA 4032D (low D content), the strain-
induced crystallization appears in significative amount for draw
ratio 4 and a higher degree of crystallinity up to 35% is
obtained for draw ratio 6.
WAXS analysis was subsequently performed to support the

strain-induced crystallization of PLA films during the MDO
stage at elevated draw ratios. WAXS intensity profiles of
extruded PLA films before the MDO stage could be found in
Figure S2, and the amorphous nature of these films is
confirmed with a typical broad halo centered on a 2θ value
close to 15.5°. WAXS intensity profiles of US-PLA films are
displayed in Figure 4. For US-PLA films made from PLA
2003D (high D-content), their amorphous nature is also
confirmed at a low draw ratio. Strain-induced crystals are
clearly produced in significant amounts for draw ratios higher
than 5 as attested by the appearance of a sharp peak located at
a 2θ value of 16.3°. Similar phenomena are also observed for
PLA 4032D, but strain-induced crystals clearly appear at a
lower draw ratio close to 4. In this respect, WAXS analysis
confirmed previous conclusions made from the DSC thermo-
grams. Amorphous extruded PLA films are transformed into
semicrystalline US-PLA films during the MDO stage for draw
ratios between 4 and 5 according to a strain-induced
crystallization mechanism. The strain-induced crystallization
was found to be more sensitive to draw ratio for US-PLA films
made from PLA 4032D (low D content) than US-PLA films
made from PLA 2003D (high D-content). WAXS intensity
profiles also confirmed the higher degree of crystallinity for
US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D than US-PLA films
made from PLA 2003D. Such differences between the two
PLA grades are here largely explained by their difference in
terms of optical purity with an enhanced crystallization ability
for PLA 4032D compared to that of PLA 2003D.

WAXS analysis was also used to identify the type of strain-
induced PLA crystals and quantify their amount formed during
the MDO stage. For this purpose, a fitting procedure was
applied to WAXS intensity profiles in order to extract the
individual contribution of the amorphous phase, the
mesophase, and the crystalline phase. The best fits are
presented in Figure 4 for all US-PLA films. The contribution
of strain-induced PLA crystals is easily extracted from WAXS
intensity profiles of US-PLA films obtained at an elevated draw
ratio. Actually, the contribution of the crystalline phase can be
modeled by three peaks located at 16.2, 18.7, and 32.1° in
agreement with (110)/(200), (203), and (018) reflection
planes of the disordered α′-phase, respectively (theoretical
values close to 16.4 and 18.7° for the two major
peaks).45−48,50−52 The low number of reflection planes is
also characteristic of the disordered α′-phase. The presence of
the ordered α-phase is clearly excluded (theoretical values
close to 16.7 and 19.1° for the two major planes), and these
conclusions regarding the type of strain-induced crystals are
consistent with previous thermograms of US-PLA films, in
particular regarding their melting behaviors (double melting
peaks and low melting temperature compared to original PLA
films). The amount of disordered α′-crystals formed during
MDO can be extracted using the peak fitting procedure, and
values are shown in Table 2. Results are highly consistent with
previous results obtained by DSC. For US-PLA films made
from PLA 2003D (high D-content), the strain-induced crystals
appear in significant amount for draw ratio 5 and the degree of
crystallinity increases up to 28% for draw ratio 6. For US-PLA
films made from PLA 4032D (low D-content), the strain-
induced crystallization appears in significative amount for draw
ratio 4 and a higher degree of crystallinity up to 35% is
obtained for draw ratio 6.
WAXS analysis was also used to identify the presence of a

mesomorphic phase (mesophase) formed during the MDO
stage, a phase currently described as a nematic-like phase with
a high orientational order but poor positional/conformational
order.46−48 This mesophase is known to appear under uniaxial
stretching conditions and could be quantified by WAXS. The
presence of a mesophase is first suspected by DSC with the
appearance of a post-Tg endotherm for several US-PLA films.
For this purpose, the contribution of the amorphous phase and
mesophase was extracted from WAXS intensity profiles using
the fitting procedure. The contribution of amorphous phase is
characterized by three broad halos (located at 14.8, 21.0, and
31.4°) and the contribution of the mesophase by two shaper
peaks (located at 15.7 and 33.6°).46−48 The presence of a
mesophase is clearly attested in all US-PLA films (Figure 4),
and the amount of mesophase is shown in Table 2. For US-
PLA films made from PLA 2003D (high D-content), the
amount of mesophase is found close to 3−4% at a low draw
ratio and increases up to 10% for draw ratio 4. The amount of
mesophase drops for a higher draw ratio. Similar observations
are attested for US-PLA films made from PLA 4032 (low D-
content), but the maximal amount of the mesophase is found
for draw ratio 3. As a conclusion, the formation of the
mesophase was also found to be more sensitive to draw ratio
for US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D (low D-content)
than US-PLA films made from PLA 2003D (high D-content),
an effect probably attributed to the difference in terms of
optical purity. The amount of mesophase remains quite low in
US-PLA films, in accordance with several reports.46−48 It can

Table 2. Degree of Crystallinity Xc (Obtained by DSC and
WAXS) and Mesophase Content (Obtained by WAXS) of
US-PLA Films Produced by Extrusion−MDO at Various
Draw Ratios

draw
ratio

Xc (%)
(DSC)

Xc (%)
(WAXS)

mesophase
content
(%)

(WAXS)

Xmeso‑crystal
(%)

(FTIR)

peak
position
(cm−1)
(FTIR)

PLA
2003D

1 0 0 2 2 917.9
2 0 0 3 (±1) 4 918.3
3 0 0 4 (±1) 6 918.5
4 3 4 10 (±3) 13 918.8
5 16 17 6 (±2) 27 920.1
6 28 28 4 (±2) 35 920.4

PLA
4032D

1 0 0 3 2 917.8
2 0 0 4 (±1) 5 918.3
3 0 0 11 (±3) 9 918.5
4 16 18 8 (±3) 33 920.3
5 25 25 4 (±1) 35 920.5
6 35 35 2 (±1) 44 920.4
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be finally mentioned that the mesophase seems to be present
in small amount in extruded PLA films before the MDO stage.
US-PLA films were also submitted to FTIR analysis, a

powerful technique to detect the amorphous phase, crystal
phases, and mesophase.43,44,50,51,60 Actually, in the range 900−
1000 cm−1, the contribution of the amorphous phase could be
clearly detected with an absorption peak centered on 956
cm−1. The broad absorption peak in the range 910−930 cm−1

is linked to the mesophase (theoretical peak position 918
cm−1) and to the crystal phase (theoretical peak position 923
cm−1). The mesophase contribution cannot be clearly
decoupled from the crystal one. A coupled contribution
(mesophase + α′-crystal) can only be evaluated by FTIR, and
their amount is obtained through eq 6. FTIR spectra of US-
PLA can be found in Figure S3. Values of Xmeso‑crystal are shown
in Table 2 together with the position of the broad peak
corresponding to the mesophase and crystal phase. Values of
Xmeso‑crystals are globally in accordance with WAXS and DSC
results for all US-PLA films (except slight deviations at an

elevated draw ratio). The peak position is in agreement with
the presence of mesophase at a low draw ratio (without α′-
crystals), and mesophase contents are consistent with WAXS
results. The peak position shifts toward higher wavelengths at
elevated draw ratios, indicating the appearance of crystals in
significative amounts. For US-PLA films made from PLA
2003D, the peak position significantly shifts at draw ratio 5.
For US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D, the peak position
shifts at a lower draw ratio (close to 4). All these results clearly
confirm previous conclusions made by DSC and WAXS.

=
+

X
A

A Ameso crystal
918 923

918 923 956 (6)

with A918−923 the area of broad absorption peak related to the
mesophase/crystal phase and A956 the area of absorption peak
related to the amorphous phase.
As a conclusion, the impact of the draw ratio on the amount

of crystals and mesophase in US-PLA films produced by
extrusion−MDO was revealed by DSC, WAXS, and FTIR. For

Figure 4. 2D-WAXS spectra with corresponding WAXS intensity profiles of US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO at various draw ratios.
Associated peak fitting with experimental profiles (red curves), fitted amorphous peaks (blue curves), fitted mesophase peaks (dotted purple
curves), and fitted α′-crystalline peaks (green curves). Comparative analysis between US-PLA films made from PLA 2003D and PLA 4032D was
done in terms of phase content (mesophase and crystal phase) as a function of the draw ratio.
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the sake of clarity, results are gathered in Figure 4. The
formation of α′-crystals appears at a critical draw ratio
according to a strain-induced crystallization phenomenon.
US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D display a lower critical
draw ratio close to 4 (vs. five for US-PLA films made from PLA
2003D) and a higher crystallinity index close to 35% at the
maximal draw ratio (vs. 28% for US-PLA films made from PLA
2003D). The mesophase is clearly observed, even at a low
draw ratio. The amount of mesophase first increases at a low
draw ratio before declining at an elevated draw ratio. The same
behavior is highlighted for US-PLA films made from PLA
4032D and PLA 2003D with a similar maximal amount of
mesophase close to 10%. However, the mesophase develops
more easily for US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D. All of
these results are in accordance with the optical purity of
original PLA grades. Correlations could be detected between
the amount of crystals/mesophase and piezoelectric properties,
but the orientation state of these phases (amorphous phase,
mesophase, and α′-crystals) also needs to be investigated to
draw precise conclusions.
3.3. Orientation State of US-PLA Films. Along with the

amount of crystals/mesophase, the orientation state of US-
PLA films was thoroughly investigated and 2D-WAXS analysis
was first performed. This powerful technique globally consists
of recording WAXS spectra as a function of the azimuthal angle
(stretching direction corresponds to a reference azimuthal
angle of 0°), and the orientation state is extracted from the
azimuthal distribution of a specific peak. The Herman’s
orientation factor f is then calculated from eq 4and eq 5.
2D-WAXS spectra of extruded PLA films before the MDO
stage could be found in Figure S2. Quasi-isotropic and broad
halos are obtained attesting for unoriented and amorphous
films (orientation factor f close to 0). 2D-WAXS spectra of US-
PLA films are displayed in Figure 4, and the presence of
oriented structures is immediately attested.
For US-PLA films made from PLA 2003D (high D-content),

the broad and isotropic halo turns anisotropic even at a low
draw ratio in the range 2−3 with a maximal intensity at an
azimuthal angle of 90°. The amorphous phase and the

mesophase consequently are oriented along the stretching
direction. Sharp peaks corresponding to the crystalline α′-
phase are clearly detected at elevated draw ratios in the range
5−6. The (110)/(200) reflection plane is mainly detected at
an azimuthal angle of 90°, whereas other (203) and (018)
reflection planes are preferentially detected at azimuthal angles
of 45 and 0°. Oriented crystalline phases are consequently
obtained. The orientation factors f are shown in Table S1 and
monotonically increase with the draw ratio. At an elevated
draw ratio, the orientation factor f reaches 0.38 indicating a
high orientation state but nonperfect along the stretching
direction ( f < 1). It can be also noticed that the apparition of
α′-crystals at draw ratio 4 does not affect the evolution of the
orientation factor. Similar results are obtained for US-PLA
films made from PLA 4032D (low D-content), except that
slightly higher orientation factors f are attested (maximal
orientation factor f close to 0.41 at draw ratio 6, Table S1).
This effect could be ascribed to higher degrees of crystallinity.
2D-WAXS analyses consequently demonstrate the production
of US-PLA films with high orientation states by extrusion−
MDO. Orientation states increase with draw ratio, but similar
orientation factors are obtained for the two PLA grades. 2D-
WAXS analyses provide information about the global
orientation state of US-PLA films without precise discrim-
ination between the amorphous phase, the mesophase, and the
crystal phase.
In this respect, polarized FTIR analyses were conducted on

US-PLA films to detect the specific orientations of these
phases. Briefly, US-PLA films were twice analyzed with (i) an
IR light polarized within the stretching direction (i.e., electric
field vector parallel to the stretching direction) and (ii) an IR
light polarized perpendicular to the stretching direction (i.e.,
electric field vector perpendicular to the stretching direction).
In this respect, the orientation of specific chemical bonds
within or perpendicular to the stretching direction could be
assessed. As mentioned earlier, the contribution of the
amorphous phase is detected at 956 cm−1. The mesophase
and the crystal phase give rise to a broad absorption peak in
the range 910−930 cm−1. For extruded PLA films before the

Figure 5. Polarized FTIR spectra of US-PLA films produced by extrusion MDO with draw ratios of 3 and 6. FTIR spectra recorded with an IR light
polarized within the stretching direction (black curves) and with an IR light polarized perpendicular to the stretching direction (red curves).
Evolution of the dichroic ratios DRamorphous and DRmeso‑crystal with the draw ratio for US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO.
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MDO stage, the two FTIR spectra are similar attesting for
unoriented amorphous films (Figure S4). Typical polarized
FTIR spectra of US-PLA films are displayed in Figure 5. For
the sake of clarity, polarized FTIR spectra are only presented
for US-PLA films with draw ratios of 3 and 6 presented, but
polarized FTIR spectra for other US-PLA films could be found
in Figure S5. An IR dichroism is clearly attested for US-PLA
films, and the IR dichroism increases with draw ratio. Actually,
the absorption peak related to the amorphous phase is clearly
more intense using an IR light polarized within the stretching
direction. This effect is consistent with previous studies43,44

and attests for a significative but nonperfect orientation of the
amorphous phase along the stretching direction. A dichroic
ratio DRamorphous can be extracted from polarized FTIR spectra
using eq 7. On the contrary, the absorption peak related to the
mesophase and the crystal phase is clearly more intense using
IR light polarized perpendicular to the stretching direction.
This effect is also consistent with previous studies43,44 and,
here, a nearly perfect orientation of these phases within the
stretching direction is deduced because absorption peaks are
absent with an IR light polarized within the stretching
direction. A dichroic ratio DRmeso‑crystal can be extracted from
polarized FTIR spectra using eq 8, and values are shown into
Table S1.

=
A
A

DR
T

IIamorphous
956

956 (7)

=
A
A

DR
II

Tmeso crystal
918 923

918 923 (8)

with A956
II A918−923

II the areas of absorption peaks related to the
amorphous phase and to the mesophase/crystal phase,
respectively, using an IR light polarized within the stretching
direction and A956

T and A918−923
T the areas of absorption peaks

related to the amorphous phase and to the mesophase/crystal
phase, respectively, using an IR light polarized perpendicular to
the stretching direction.
Figure 5 displays the evolution of the dichroic ratios for the

amorphous phase (DRamorphous) and for the mesophase/crystal
phase (DRmeso‑crystal) in US-PLA films at various draw ratios.
For US-PLA films made from PLA 2003D (high D-content),
finite values of DRamorphous are obtained and DRamorphous
increases with the draw ratio. A nonlinear evolution is attested
in particular at elevated draw ratios. It can be also stated that
DRamorphous seems to be well below the theoretical values at any
draw ratio (i.e., draw ratio roughly equals the dichroic ratio). A
partly oriented amorphous phase within the stretching
direction is consequently produced in US-PLA films produced
by extrusion−MDO. The orientation state of the amorphous
phase within the stretching direction is significant and
increases with the draw ratio. However, the orientation state
is never perfect at any draw ratio. This classical phenomenon
could arise from (i) the intrinsic orientational−relaxational
dynamics of the PLA amorphous phase at the considered
stretching temperature and (ii) stretching defects classically
occurring during the MDO, in particular film slippage during
uniaxial stretching that reduces the real draw ratio applied to
the PLA films. Concerning the mesophase and the crystal
phase, a different behavior is observed. Actually, DRmeso‑crystal
sharply drops to 0 for draw ratios above 2. This effect indicates
that the fully oriented mesophase and crystal phase are
systematically produced in US-PLA films produced by

extrusion−MDO at any draw ratio. The above conclusions
regarding the orientation state of the amorphous phase,
mesophase, and crystal phase are consistent with previous
studies.43,44 It can be finally mentioned that similar DRamorphous
and DRmeso‑crystal values are obtained for US-PLA films made
from PLA 4032D (low D-content) at any draw ratio, indicating
a minor impact of the optical purity on the orientation state of
US-PLA produced by extrusion−MDO.
3.4. Structure−Property Relationships at Low Draw

Ratios. According to several studies, shear piezoelectric
properties of PLA are proportional to the product between
the degree of crystallinity (Xc) and the degree of orientation
(Fc) (for moderate Fc values).1,20−23 This relationship is
obviously quite inaccurate for as-produced US-PLA films
produced by extrusion−MDO because shear piezoelectric
properties are detected even for noncrystalline films. These
films are composed of three phases (amorphous phase,
mesophase, and α′-crystal phase) with their own degree of
orientation. The contribution of each phase to the overall shear
piezoelectric coefficient is consequently approached. The
discussion will be here limited to low draw ratios up to 4 for
current US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO because
the dramatic deterioration of the shear piezoelectric properties
at elevated draw ratios cannot be explained in terms of degree
of crystallinity and orientation.
The orientation states of US-PLA films made from PLA

2003D (high D-content) and PLA4032D (low D-content) are
roughly similar. The differences in terms of shear piezoelectric
properties are consequently solely attributed to differences in
terms of the mesophase and crystal contents (Figure 6). At

draw ratio 3, the shear piezoelectric coefficient increases by 0.9
pC/N for a 7% positive variation of the mesophase content. A
significant contribution of the mesophase to the shear
piezoelectric coefficient of US-PLA films is concluded with a
specific shear piezoelectricity coefficient for the fully oriented
mesophase (d14‑mesophase) extrapolated to 13 pC/N. Similarly, at
draw ratio 4, the overall shear piezoelectric coefficient increases
by 2.2 pC/N for a 14% positive variation of the α′-crystal
content and 2% negative variation of the mesophase content.

Figure 6. Schematic interpretations related to the contribution of the
partly oriented amorphous phase, the fully oriented mesophase, and
the fully oriented α′-phase to the overall shear piezoelectric coefficient
d14 of US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO.
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The classical contribution of the α′-crystal phase to the overall
shear piezoelectric coefficients of US-PLA films is attested. The
specific shear piezoelectric coefficient of the fully oriented α′-
crystal phase (d14‑α′‑crystals) is extrapolated to 18 pC/N, a value
slightly higher than the one calculated for the mesophase. To
fully understand the overall level of shear piezoelectricity in
US-PLA films, the contribution of the partly oriented
amorphous phase must be considered. This contribution has
never been envisioned in the specialized literature, and a strong
link to its orientation state is naturally anticipated. In this
respect, a hypothetical linear relationship to draw ratio is
plotted in Figure 6. The contribution of the partly oriented
amorphous phase is probably quite significant in US-PLA films
produced by extrusion−MDO.
Based on pioneering works and current observations, a

generalization is attempted and eq 9 is developed to link the
overall shear piezoelectric coefficient d14 of US-PLA films with
several key structural features. These structural factors could be
easily quantified and are themselves linked to MDO processing
parameters.

= × × + × ×

+ × ×

d X F d X F d

X F d

14 a a 14 amorphous m m 14 mesophase

c c 14 crystal (9)

with Xa, Xm, and Xc the amount of amorphous phase,
mesophase, and crystal phase; Fa, Fm, and Fc the orientation
factor of the amorphous phase, mesophase, and crystal phase;
and d14‑amorphous, d14‑mesophase, and d14‑crystal the specific shear
piezoelectric coefficient of a fully oriented amorphous phase, a
fully oriented mesophase, and a fully oriented crystal phase,
respectively.
The amounts of amorphous phase, mesophase, and crystal

phase (Xa, Xm, and Xc, respectively) are easily evaluated by
DSC, WAXS, and FTIR, respectively. Orientation factors could
be approached by 2D-WAXS and polarized FTIR. For current
US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO, Fa depends on
draw ratio but Fm and Fc are equal to 1. Specific shear
piezoelectric coefficients d14‑amorphous, d14‑mesophase, and d14‑crystal
represent fundamental parameters of each phase. For current
US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO, d14‑mesophase and
d14‑α′‑crystal were calculated to be 13 and 18 pC/N, respectively.
It should be here pointed out that these d14‑mesophase and
d14‑α′‑crystal represent macroscopic values calculated by extrap-
olation to a 100% mesophase or 100% crystalline US-PLA
films. These values are linked to the piezoelectric tensors of a
single mesophase domain/crystal. Most of these nine
parameters obviously depend on processing parameters
(draw ratio, draw rate, draw temperature, etc.) and on material
parameters (molecular weight, optical purity, etc.). Above

Figure 7. 2D-SAXS spectra of US-PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO at various draw ratio (up). Experimental SAXS intensity profiles of US-
PLA films produced by extrusion−MDO at various draw ratios (bottom).
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values are consequently only valid for current MDO processing
conditions (up to draw ratio 4) and for PLA grades used in this
study. Future studies need to be conducted in order to fully
validate/generalize eq 9 to other MDO processing conditions
and to other PLA grades (or even to other oriented polymers).
3.5. Structural Features Controlling Shear Piezo-

electric Properties at Elevated Draw Ratios. Shear
piezoelectric properties obtained for US-PLA films produced
at an elevated draw ratio cannot be explained in terms of
mesophase/crystal contents and orientation state. Equation 9
is consequently no longer valid at elevated draw ratios (i.e.,
above approximately draw ratio 4), in accordance with several
studies.20−23,31,32,35 More precisely, for US-PLA films made
from PLA 4032 (low D-content), despite higher degrees of
crystallinity, a dramatic deterioration of shear piezoelectric
properties is detected for draw ratios higher than 5. The shear
piezoelectric coefficient is even reduced by a factor 2 at the
maximal draw ratio 6, and this phenomenon seems to be
specific to this highly crystalline PLA grade. Such peculiar
behavior can be explained by mechanical damage at elevated
draw ratios. This hypothesis is first supported by the intense
whitening of US-PLA films at draw ratios above 4−5, and 2D-
SAXS analyses were conducted. This powerful technique
globally consists in recording SAXS spectra as a function of the
azimuthal angle (stretching direction corresponds to a
reference azimuthal angle of 0°), and information regarding
the homogeneity of US-PLA films can be extracted. 2D-SAXS
spectra of extruded PLA films before the MDO stage could be
found in Figure S6. No signal is recorded for these films, which
attests to highly homogeneous and isotropic amorphous films.
2D-SAXS spectra of US-PLA films are displayed in Figure 7
with their integrated intensities (normalized by the film
thickness). For US-PLA made from PLA 2003D (high D-
content), no modifications of 2D-SAXS spectra are attested up
to draw 3. A significative signal appears in the central region of
the 2D-SAXS spectra at draw ratio 4, a signal that slightly
propagates to azimuthal angles of 0° and 80/100° compared to
the drawing direction. The signal strongly increases in the
central region of 2D-SAXS spectra at higher draw ratios with a
broad propagation centered at an azimuthal angle of 90°
compared to the drawing direction. Integrated SAXS profiles
also display a significant increase of the normalized intensity at
small scattering vectors starting from draw ratio 4. The
phenomenon is amplified for draw ratios 5 and 6 with
dependence of the normalized intensity to the scattering vector
fitting a slope −4. Heterogeneities with flat interfaces are
consequently produced within US-PLA films (according to a
Porod’s law), and these elements are in accordance with the
formation of voids/cavities aligned within the stretching
direction in significative amounts at elevated draw ratios.42,61

For the US-PLA film made from PLA 4032D (low D-content),
similar phenomena are observed. However, 2D-SAXS spectra
indicate that voids/cavities first appear at a lower draw ratio
close to 3 with this PLA grade, and more interestingly, higher
normalized intensities are recorded on SAXS profiles. As a
conclusion, mechanical damage is detected for US-PLA films
produced by extrusion−MDO at elevated draw ratios with the
formation of void/cavities. Mechanical damage seems to be
more intense for the highly crystalline PLA grade, and a
correlation is suspected with the dramatic degradation of shear
piezoelectric at elevated draw ratios. It can also be finally
mentioned that (i) SAXS observations are in accordance with
the whitening of US-PLA films and that (ii) mechanical

damaging mechanisms remain complex to determine precisely.
Cavitation−crazing mechanisms starting in highly amorphous
US-PLA films coupled to the formation of shear band crazes
could fit with several 2D-SAXS spectra,61 but shear yielding
mechanisms cannot be totally excluded, in particular for the
highly crystalline PLA grade.
To support the correlation between void/cavity formation

by mechanical damage and the dramatic degradation of shear
piezoelectric properties, complementary experiments were
performed. Actually, SAXS analysis can only evaluate the
amount of interface and qualitative comparison is attempted.
For the normalized intensity (at a fixed scattering vector) or
from the pre-exponential factor (S) of the Porod’s law, the
specific surface of voids/cavities produced at draw ratio 6 is
higher by a factor between 1.8 and 2.6 for US-PLA films made
from PLA 4032D (low D-content) (Table S2). However, the
amount of voids/cavities cannot be obtained at these scattering
factors and supplementary density−mechanical measurements
were conducted. Film density (measured by a simple
gravimetric−geometric method) and shear modulus (measured
by DMA) of US-PLA films are shown in Table S3. At a low
draw ratio (up to 3), film densities close to 1.20 g/cm3 and
shear modulus in the range 590−630 MPa are observed for all
US-PLA films. At a higher draw ratio, a significant decrease of
the film density in the range 1.17−1.19 g/cm3 is attested with
lower shear modulus (510−570 MPa). However, the main
phenomenon concerns US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D
(low D-content) and produced at draw ratio 6. A dramatic
deterioration of film density close to 1.11 g/cm3 (reduction by
approximately 9%) and of the shear modulus close to 390 MPa
(reduction by approximately 35%) is evidenced. All these
elements confirmed that US-PLA films made from PLA 4032D
(low D-content) is prone to intensive mechanical damaging at
elevated draw ratios. Mechanically degraded films with high
void fractions are produced, and, in this respect, shear
piezoelectric properties of US-PLA films produced at elevated
draw ratios seem to be controlled by the void fraction induced
by mechanical damaging. This effect seems to be quite intense
for highly crystalline PLA grades and future investigations need
to be conducted to validate the impact of voids/cavities on
shear piezoelectric properties of various PLA grades (or other
oriented polymers).
3.6. Discussion about the Crystal Structures. A final

concern of high interest for final applications is related to the
current maximal shear piezoelectric coefficient close to 5.9 pC/
N, a value significantly lower than common shear piezoelectric
coefficients observed for oriented PLA films (close to 10 pC/
N).1,20−23 This value is achieved at draw ratios 4 and 6 for US-
PLA films made from PLA 4032D (low D-content) and from
PLA 2003D (high D-content), respectively. Fully oriented α′-
crystals are obtained by extrusion−MDO based on WAXS and
polarized FTIR analyses. These crystals are known to be a
disordered form of the α-crystals in terms of chain
conformation/packing, and their presence could partly explain
the gap between the current maximal shear piezoelectric
coefficient and the theoretical one. However, numerous facts
tend to indicate that current α′-crystals are structurally quite
close to the nematic liquid-crystal mesophase. First, based on
FTIR analysis, the peak position of current α′-crystals is
regularly observed in the range 920.1−920.5 cm−1, even for
US-PLA films with high amounts of α′-crystals and poor
amounts of mesophase (Table 2). The peak position of current
α′-crystals is located between the theoretical value of the
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mesophase (918 cm−1) and of the regular α′-crystals (923
cm−1). More importantly, US-PLA films with a high amount of
α′-crystals are marked by the absence of any peaks on SAXS
intensity profiles (Figure 7). These peaks potentially mask the
signal of voids/cavities, but it seems that current α′-crystals do
not display any long-range order. In other words, current α′-
crystals do not possess classical periodic and ordered stackings
of lamella. These observations tend to demonstrate that
current α′-crystals are structurally intermediate between the
nematic liquid-crystal mesophase and classical α′-crystals
obtained by thermal annealing. The structure α′-crystals
produced by extrusion−MDO particularly fits with the
model of condis-crystal mesophase (orientational order by
2D-WAXS/FTIR, positional order by WAXS, and conforma-
tional disorder by SAXS), such a mesophase recently observed
by several authors in mechanically deformed PLA materials
close to glass transition temperature.48,49 The above
conclusion explains the close values between d14‑mesophase and
d14‑α′‑crystal (13 and 18 pC/N, respectively), values still quite far
from the value reported by Fukada for PLA crystals (30 pC/
N).1,20,21 Further investigations on PLA crystal structures
produced by extrusion MDO and their specific shear
piezoelectricities will be conducted in the near future.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study is dedicated to shear piezoelectric properties of US-
PLA films manufactured by an industrially relevant extrusion−
orientation process without poling, and a specific insight on
process−structure−property relationships is provided. Two
commercially available PLA grades with different D-isomer
contents are investigated. The shear piezoelectric coefficient
d14 of US-PLA films increases with the draw ratio applied
during the orientation stage, and a maximal d14 of 5.9 pC/N is
reported in our study. However, a dramatic degradation of
piezoelectric properties is specifically observed at an elevated
draw ratio for PLA grades with a low D-isomer content. In this
respect, relationships between draw ratio, induced structures
during the orientation stage, and final piezoelectric properties
are investigated to improve the global knowledge on these
materials and reveal potential optimization routes at the
material/processing levels.
For this purpose, various characterization techniques were

used such as DSC, 2D-WAXS, 2D-SAXS, and polarized FTIR.
The mesophase is detected up to draw ratios 3−4 after being
replaced by a strain-induced crystallization at a higher draw
ratio. The two PLA grades displayed slight classical differences
such as higher crystallinity and higher sensitivity to the draw
ratio for the PLA grade with a low D-isomer content. The
amount of mesophase is quite similar between the two PLA
grades. The orientation state of the amorphous phase,
mesophase, and α′-crystals could be assessed in our US-PLA
films. A partly oriented amorphous phase with a draw ratio-
dependent orientation state is attested. However, the
mesophase and the α′-crystal phase are fully oriented within
the orientation direction in our US-PLA films. Few differences
are observed between the two PLA grades in terms of
orientation state.
Shear piezoelectric properties obtained at a moderate draw

ratio (up to approximately 4) seem to be supported by amount
and orientation of each phase. A refined model taking into
account these parameters is proposed. Interestingly, the
specific shear piezoelectricity of each phase was extracted
from the experimental data for our US-PLA films. For the first

time, this fundamental parameter was obtained for the PLA
mesophase (d14‑mesophase ≈ 13 pC/N), a value slightly lower
than the α′-crystal phase (d14‑α′‑crystal ≈ 18 pC/N) but still
quite far from the theoretical values given by Fukada
(approximately 30 pC/N). At a higher draw ratio, the
proposed model is obviously no longer valid and other
structural parameters need to be considered. Mechanical
damage with the formation of voids/cavities seems to be of
major importance at an elevated draw ratio. Our results
indicated that the amount of voids/cavities could control the
dramatic deterioration of shear piezoelectric performances of
US-PLA films produced at high draw ratios. These phenomena
are particularly critical for highly crystalline PLA grades with
low D-isomer content. It can be noticed that mechanically
damaging mechanisms are still quite unclear for our US-PLA
films. Another factor related to the structure of as-produced α′-
crystals by extrusion−MDO is also discussed, structures that
seem to be quite far from classical structures obtained by
thermal annealing (in particular in terms of long-range orders).
This phenomenon could limit the maximal d14 coefficient of
US-PLA films.
This work consequently sheds light on important structural

features controlling shear piezoelectric properties of US-PLA
films and helps define future work on the optimization of these
materials. Scientific and technological perspectives are
envisioned, including (i) validation/generalization of the
current model (eq 9) to various MDO conditions (stretching
temperature, stretching rate, pre- and post-treatments, etc.)
and various PLA grades (or even other oriented polymers), (ii)
in-depth investigations on mechanical damaging mechanisms
with their impacts on shear piezoelectric properties (in
particular for highly crystalline PLA grades submitted to
extreme draw ratio), and (iii) in-depth investigations on crystal
structures/types produced during the current MDO stage with
their specific shear piezoelectricities. Perspectives related to the
optimization of material formulations and extrusion MDO
processing conditions are also envisioned. Applicative studies
in sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting are also mandatory
to demonstrate the technological potential of US-PLA films.
These environmentally friendly and low-cost piezoelectric films
easily manufactured by a conventional process of the plastic
industry are believed to compete with conventional piezo-
electric materials.
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